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About This Game

The horde of drones has invaded earth. They are taking over cities and factories to use for their own self-replication. Play as Joe
or Gem and rise up to fight the horde. T 5d3b920ae0
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English

I'm hesitant to say I'd recommend this game as I've find myself totally in a middle ground here. Pros: The pros I found with this
game which I immediately felt is that it's a very clean and finished product. Controls are nice and simple and it's gamepad
compatible - which is a nice added bonus for indie games and I personally enjoy playing this way. Finally, the music is fun and
nostalgic of this genre! Cons: I personally found that things was a little too polished and that the artwork lacked the depth of
classic retro games. It felt like not a lot of love went into the environment design or backgrounds. The enemies suffered with
this same lack of imagination with the design or functions. To sum up I'd say this game isn't for me but I can understand why
people would enjoy Genesis of Drones, it's cheap enough that you can find out for yourself! I uploaded my experience on
YouTube if this helps you decide! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IwWtrYiyMQ
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